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ABOUT HIDDEN SPARKS

Hidden Sparks is a non-profit whose purpose is to help children with 

learning differences reach their full potential in school and life. Hidden 

Sparks supports professional development for Jewish day schools to 

help increase understanding and support for diverse learners.

Hidden Sparks’ programs combine school-based professional 

development in learning and positive behavioral support, classroom 

observation and coaching. Our philosophy is that by helping teachers 

meet the needs of struggling students, ultimately all students will 

benefit.

Now in its 10th year, Hidden Sparks has trained 210 coaches

in 69 Jewish day schools in New York, New Jersey, Baltimore, Boca 

Raton, and Chicago, and 4 Israeli cities 

(Jerusalem, Modiin, Ramle, Ra’anana).
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Welcome to Hidden Sparks Without Walls. 

The webinar will be starting at 8:30 pm

Thank you for joining the webinar. There will be no 

sound until we begin at 8:30pm.

To alleviate background noise and ensure a quiet 

session,  your phones have been automatically muted.

Questions  and comments can be submitted via the 

CHAT FEATURE. While we are waiting, activate the 

chat feature by clicking in  the “Chat” tab that is 

located below the attendees list on the right of your 

screen. 

• When chatting, please remember:

Select “All Participants” if you would like everyone  to see your message. Select “All 

Panelists” if you would like only the presenter and facilitator to see your message.

If you would like to call in by phone for audio, the number is

1-650-429-3300 Access code: 856 100 404

tel:(650) 429-3300


Executive Assistant : Building 
Executive Function Strategies for 
Reading and Writing

Presented by Hollis Dannaham
April 24, 2018
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Our Guest: Hollis Dannaham

Photo

Hollis Dannaham, M.Ed., is a  Hidden 

Sparks External Coach, Mentor and 

Workshop Facilitator. She has been a 

learning specialist/special educator in 

public, private and charter schools, and 

has been working with struggling 

learners for 30 years. Hollis created 

Transform Boundaries, an organization 

dedicated to helping schools teach to 

struggling learners. She served as the 

Director of Academic Intervention at 

Explore Charter School and co-created 

the Carmel Alternative High School for 

at-risk teens. Hollis also worked as a 

learning specialist at the Student 

Success Center of All Kinds of Minds.
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Overview of the Session

• Understand what executive functions are

• Understand how executive functions affect reading 

and writing

• Learn how to identify that executive functions are what 

is getting in the way of reading and writing success

• Learn strategies to support students with executive 

functioning challenges for reading and writing success
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Executive Function Activity
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Executive Function Activity

Raise your hand if this was difficult for you. 
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Executive Skills

• Task Initiation - to take action or get started

• Planning and Prioritizing - to decide on a goal and plan to 

meet it

• Organization - to keep track of things physically and mentally

• Flexible Thinking - to adjust to the unexpected

• Working Memory - to keep key information in mind

• Self Monitoring - to evaluate how you are doing

• Impulse Control - to think before acting

• Emotional Control - to keep your feelings in check
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A case of Executive Dysfunction

• Achieve well on short term tasks but not long term 

assignments

• Excellent ideas and participation during class discussion but 

writing is sparse and resisted

• Can write well on creative student driven tasks but not on 

teacher demanded assignments

• Output does not match with student’s                       

intelligence or capabilities

• Struggle to manage the materials                               

necessary to complete work

• Lacks automaticity
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Executive Functions

• Neural-networks that are used to cue, direct, coordinate, and 

integrate all the processes, skills, abilities, and knowledge 

used when faced with a task.
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Executive Function is…

A set of mental processes that helps us connect past 

experience with present action. People use it to perform 

activities such as:

• Planning

• Organizing

• Strategizing

• Managing time and space. 

• Paying attention to and remembering details
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Executive Functions Allow you …

1. To know what to do

2. To know when to do it

3. To know how to do it
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When do you notice Executive Function Difficulty?

Executive functions are required from preschool through 

adulthood. Difficulties with executive functions become 

more apparent as children move through the early 

elementary grades and they are expected to complete 

schoolwork independently.
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Funnel Model - Meltzer and Krishnan (2007)
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Executive Functions and ADHD

All people with ADHD have executive function deficits…

…but not all people with executive function deficits have ADHD

Executive Function Deficits

ADHD
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What you could see in the classroom

• Difficulty starting a task

• Once started on a task can usually complete it

• Often does not know what to do even after directions 

have been given and repeated

• Does not self monitor or edit work

• Disorganized materials

• Works too quickly or too slowly

• Reacts with strong out of control emotions

• May have difficulty getting along with others

• Acts impulsively



Zoom Into Reading and Writing
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Reading

Phonological 

Processing

Orthographic 

Processing

Oral Motor 

Function

Decoding 

unfamiliar 

and/or 

nonsense 

words

Reading 

familiar 

sight 

words

Fluency

Comprehending Words 

and Text

Language Reasoning VisuospatialRetrieval 

from long 

term 

storage

Working 

Memory

Short term 

memory -

initial 

registration

Indicates executive 

functioning processes 

at work

General and Specific 

Knowledge
Semantics word and

phrase Knowledge

George McCloskey
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Decoding/Fluency Observable Behaviors

• Can say sounds in isolation but can’t blend them to                 

make a word

• Struggles to differentiate between similar letters “P” and ‘R”

• Can read sight words in isolation but not automatic when reading 

within text

• Dysfluent Reader

• Quick but inaccurate offerings for individual words with no 

recognition of the errors

• Words offered are highly similar in visual configuration to the 

correct word or start with the same letter or letter combination as 

the correct word 
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Reading Comprehension Observable 

Behaviors

• Can tell you the definition of a word but then does not know what it 

means in context.

• Struggles with idioms and words with multiple meanings.

• Can understand oral language but struggles with                      

reading comprehension.

• May forget what s/he just read.

• Struggles to stay on task during a reading period.

• Struggles to go back and forth between the major themes and 

supporting details and to sift and sort information while reading.

• Struggles to monitor and decode vocabulary (the mechanics of 

words), while also tracking the main ideas and details (the meaning).

• Does not self-monitor while reading.

• Does not notice when errors affect meaning.
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Writing

Phonological 

Processing

Orthographic 

Processing

Visuospatial 

Processing

Text 

Generation

Text 

Transcription

& 

Spelling

Text 

Production 

Automaticity

Text Editing and Revising

Language Reasoning Visuospatial

Short Term 

Memory 

Initial 

Registration 

Working 

Memory

Retrieval 

from Long 

Term 

Storage

Indicates executive 

functioning processes 

at work

General and Specific 

Knowledge
Semantics word and

phrase Knowledge

Idea Generation

Graphomotor 

Processing

George 

McCloskey
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Observable Writing Behaviors

• Can spell in isolation but not in context

• Can tell you punctuation rules but does not apply them

• Struggles to start writing

• Often can write better creatively on topics of interest

• Writing can be sparse and disorganized 

• Writing does not reflect the insight and intelligence observed in 
class discussions

• Struggles to sustain attention for the entire writing task

• Struggles to pick out the most important information to include in 
writing

• Rushes to be finished and does not check work for numerous 
errors



Intervention
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Notes on Executive Function Development

• Executive functions do not develop in a smooth upward 

slope, there are many peaks and valleys

• The goal of intervention is not to turn on an executive 

functions that are turned off but to strive for cumulative 

effect of more on then off functioning over a prolonged 

period of time ~ George McCloskey

• Progress in executive functioning is developmental and 

varies from child to child
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Managing Executive Functions

Change Physical 

or Social 

Environment

Modify 

Tasks

Provide Cues

Evaluate and 

Modify if Needed

Guided Practice of 

the Procedure

Model a Procedure 

to Reach the Goal

Set a Goal

Define Problem

Menu of 

Rewards

Specific Praise

Work Before 

Play

Modify 

Environment

Use 

Incentives

Teach 

the 

Skill/Strategy

Dawson and Guare
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Strategy Instruction

1. Ensure that students understand what                                         

the strategy is.

2. Ensure that students understand what the strategy is used for.

3. Help students understand when to use the strategy.

4. Help students understand how to use the strategy. 

5. Model the strategy for students. 

6. Ask students to try using a specific strategy, either as a whole 

class, in pairs, or in small groups.

7. Have students reflect on how well the strategy worked for them 

as learners. 

8. Make sure to provide ample opportunity to practice the strategy 

on a variety of task presentations.
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Key Executive Function Processes - Meltzer

Process Definition Example

Prioritizing Figuring out what’s most 

important.

Ordering information for written 

works. Separating the main idea 

from the details on reading and 

writing tasks.

Organizing Arranging information, 

systematizing, moving, and 

sorting information

Using charts and graphic organizers 

for writing. Using maps and webs for 

reading and writing. 

Remembering Juggling and holding 

information in the brain while 

doing a task.

Thinking about themes when 

reading. Holding onto ideas while 

forming letters and applying 

grammar/punctuation/spelling rules. 

Shifting Switching easily between 

approaches. Looking again in a 

brand-new way.

Predicting different ending for novels. 

Understanding different word 

meaning within text. 

Self-

monitoring/Self-

checking

Recognizing and fixing the 

most common kinds of 

mistakes.

Using personalized checklists. 

Shutting to a checking mindset and 

back. 



Prioritizing
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Bottom Up Tasks - Main Idea and Details

• Planes can fly very fast.

• A train moves along train tracks.

• People travel in many different ways.
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Top-Down Tasks - Main Idea and Details

• Who are these boys?

• Where are they?

• What are they doing?

• How do they feel?

• What happened just 

before?

• What might happen next?
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Metacognitive Cuing - Main Idea

• Do you notice any words or phrases that are repeated again 

and again?

• How do all of the sentences relate? How are they similar, or 

what do they have in common?

• If you had to give a category name for these details, how 

would you label them?

• Does your main idea tell about all of the details, or only 

some of them?

• Could you make your main idea more specific?

• How did you select the main idea?



Organizing
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Semantic Feature Analysis

Types of 

Fiction

Animals are 

the Main 

Characters

People/Gods are 

the Main 

Characters

Teaches a 

Lesson

Explains 

Something in 

Nature

Based on an 

Actual Event

Myths

- + - + -

Legends

- + +/- - +

Folk 

Tales - + + +/- +

Fables

+ - + +/- -

Fairy 

Tales +/- +/- +/- - -
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Star Strategy
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Star Strategy
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Sorting for Meaning in Expository Text

Ask students to look at a variety of expository texts and 

answer these questions. 

• “What do you notice about the way the information is 

organized?”

• “What clues do you see?”

• “Why did the author organize the information this way?”
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The dog hid.

Where? __________

When? ___________

Why? ______________

Expanded Sentence:                  

Expanding Sentences

under the bed

because he was scared

during the storm

During the storm the dog hid under the bed.                    
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Quick Outline
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BOTEC



Remembering
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Memory

• Attend to details

• Repeat, rehearse, and review

• Attach Meaning

• Chunk Information

• Mnemonics
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Decoding  Automaticity 

Variety of strategies to attend to 

the details of letters and words 

• Sound and sky write

• Word analysis

Repetition, rehearsal, and review

• Sand or shaving cream writing

Attaching Meaning

• Kern Playing Cards

Chunking Information 

• Syllable work

• Word families
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SLuR

Imperialism -
the policy of extending the 
authority of one nation over 
foreign lands (creating an 
empire) 
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Memory Strategies for Reading 

Comprehension

Type of Reading 

Material

Strategy Purpose 

Fiction/Nonfiction STAR Strategy To identify main ideas, using the five W’s 

and memory strategies

Fiction

Chapter Summary 

Organizer 

To record specific information about 

chapters and write chapter summaries

Fiction Title and Why To record the most important feature of 

each chapter

Fiction/Nonfiction Book Notes (margin 

notes, Post-It notes, 

text codes)

To record directly in a book or on 

removable Post-Its; advance questions or 

organizers help direct the reading 

process.
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Star Strategy
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Summary - Organizer
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Title and Why

1. After each chapter or section the student stops and reflects.

2. S/he write directly in the book or on a Post-It.

3. If the chapter has a title the student puts it in her/his own 

words.

4. If there is no title the student creates a title for that chapter.

5. The title should convey the  main idea of that section or                                    

chapter.

6. When the book is complete,  these Titles create a nice                                 

summary of the book. 
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Mnemonics

Crazy Phrases

Meltzer 2010



Shifting
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Warm Up Activities that Promote Flexible 

Interpretation of Language

1. Present ambiguous words and sentences to students in the form of 

riddles or jokes. This is a fun way to use context clues to analyze words 

with multiple meanings.

Ex. What did the ocean say to the shore?  Nothing, it just waved!

2. Provide opportunities for students to find a variety of ways to use 

familiar objects, i.e., cardboard, cups, bricks, etc.

3. Categorize weekly vocabulary or spelling words in different ways, i.e., 

part of speech, meaning, vowel pattern, etc.

4. Play a game where students come up with as many ways to use a word 

as they can, i.e., cut paper, cut class, cut the line.

5. Have students write a story from the perspective of an object.

6. Ask students to create different endings to familiar stories.
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Decoding and Spelling

• Teach students to recognize which words can be analyzed by 

using phonics rules and which words depend on sight memory.

• Provide sentence reading tasks where students need to shift 

between phonics and sight words. Have them verbalize the 

difference to develop a metacognitive approach to decoding but 

also have them do repeated readings to build fluency. 

• Explicitly teach phonics and syllable rules. Then teach students 

how to access their knowledge of prefixes and suffixes while 

spelling, i.e., jumped (ed not t, because it is past tense)
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Reading  Comprehension

Triple Note Tote Strategy

From BrainCogs 

ResearchILD (2003)

Ensures students shift from                                        

the main idea or core                                              

concepts to the supportive                                   

details.
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Reading Comprehension

• Teach students to shift between big ideas and supporting 

details

• Teach how to understand ambiguous language

• Multiple Meaning Words

• pair, pear - hot (spicy vs. temperature) -

• accents (PROduce vs proDUCE)

• Phrases - Idioms

• “eats like a bird”

• Sentences

• to interpret students must use syntactical information as well as 

context clues to infer the correct meaning. They also need to 

identify which word(s) can be interpreted in multiple ways. i.e., 

“The boy wished the bird would be free.” 
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Multiple Meaning Strategies

• Riddles and jokes

1.In partners have the students read a riddle or joke

2.Identify the literal and figurative meanings of the words

3.Underline the part of the joke with multiple meanings. 

• Visuals

1.Illustrate two or more different meanings

2.With a partner discuss the different meanings 

3.Decide which one makes sense

A Vegetable Stand
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Multiple Meaning Word Strategy

Multiple Meaning Words

•For each unfamiliar or confusing word ask…

• Could this word have more than one meaning?

• Could it be used as both a verb and a noun?

• Can I change the accent or stress of the word?

Possible Meanings

• List all possible meanings of the word

Context Clues

• Circle and analyze context clues in the sentences.

Logical Meaning

• Cross out meanings that don’t make sense and circle the most 

logical meaning

Own Words

• Put the sentence in your own words



Self-Monitoring
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Decoding Strategies - Self Monitoring
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Decoding Checklist - Self Monitoring

Symbol Word Reading Strategy

Did I recognize the word right away?

Did I sound it out?

Did I pull it apart?

Did I use other clues in the sentence?
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Click and Clunk - Self Monitoring Strategy

Clicks: when we understand what we read and 

everything “clicks” along smoothly.

Clunks: when we don’t understand what we read, “clunk,” 

we stop when we get to a clunk. We use fix-up strategies 

to figure out what the clunk means, so we can continue. 

Instructions: Provide the students with red and green 

small post-it notes or sticky arrows. Have them put a red 

note at the spot where the hit a clunk and try different 

strategies for figuring it out. If they gain the meaning, have 

them take off the red note and put on a green one. After 

reading have them share where they hit a clunk and what 

they did to figure out the meaning. 
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Click or Clunk

When you hit a clunk use 

one of these strategies to 

figure it out.

Click

Clunk
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Self Monitoring - Active Reading Strategy

Using post-it notes have students use symbols to interact with the text. 

Have them place a post-it note with the following symbols when they find 

something in the text that is…

LOL = funny C = a place to make a connection

! = surprising or exciting ? =  confusing

* = important =  visualized

= a favorite section       I  = a place I inferred

P =  a place to make a prediction     N = a new idea
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Writing Self Monitoring 

• Editing and Revising Checklist

• Rubric

• Organizational Checklists

• Self-Scoring Sheets

• Personalized Checklists



Pulling it All Together - SRSD -

Writing Strategy
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SRSD - Self Regulation Strategy Development
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SRSD - Self Regulation Strategy Development

• P = Pull Apart the Prompt or Put down my thoughts or Plan

• O = Organize my thoughts 

• TIDE - Expository

•Topic Sentence or Topic Introduction

• Important Evidence

•Detailed Explanation

•Ending

• Write 

• Edit

• Revise
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• Dawson, Peg, and Guare, Richard, Executive Skills in Children 

ad Adolescents, The Guilford Press, New York.

• Hockman, Judith, Teaching Basic Writing Skills, Cambium 

Learning, Boston.

• McCloskey, George, Improving Executive Skills, PESI, 

Wisconsin, 2017.

• Meltzer, Lynn, Promoting Executive Function in the 

Classroom, The Guilford Press, New York.

• www.thinksrsd.com

• www.understood.org

• www.smarts-ef.org

http://www.thinksrsd.com
http://www.understood.org
http://www.smarts-ef.org
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Upcoming Hidden Sparks Without Walls 

Sessions

Does your school participate in Hidden Sparks? 

Find out about how your school can train internal 
faculty coaches to deepen its ability to reach 

diverse learners.

Please contact us:

212-767-7707 or sara@hiddensparks.org

For Parents & 

Teachers

Tue., May 1, 2018

Cultivating and Supporting Self Esteem in 

Children With Learning Challenges
Presented by Amanda Morin

tel:212-767-7707
mailto:sara@hiddensparks.org
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Contacting Hidden Sparks

Contact Presenter:

Hollis Dannaham

hdannaham@gmail.com

Contact Hidden Sparks:

www.hiddensparks.org

news@hiddensparks.org (212) 767-7707

www.facebook.com/HiddenSparks

mailto:news@hiddensparks.org
http://www.facebook.com/HiddenSparks
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